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Abstract: Uninorms and nullnorms are associative monotonic and commutative operators. In this study, an operator UV is defined by
uninorm U and nullnorm V and showed that UV satisfies associativity, monotonicity and commutativity properties. And it is showed
that UV does not have neutral element and have zero element ifU is disjunctive uninorm on [0,k]. Moreover, it is show that if it is taken
smallest uninorm and nulnorm, UV is also smallest AMC operator.
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1 Introduction

Aggregation functions have been a topic of study in recent years [7]. A lot of studies have been done on some special

aggregation functions such as t-norms, t-conorms, uninorms and nullnorms. In addition to the relationships among these

operators, getting new functions with these operators is also a very popular work. Uninorms were introduced on[0,1 by

Yager and Rybalov [10] are special aggregation operators many working on them [3,4,5]. At the same time, they are

generalization of t-norms and t-conorms [6]. Nullnorms are aggregation operators with zero element and are also

generalizations of triangular norms and triangular conorms. In [8], smallest and strongest nullnorms were determined

and some properties of these operators are studied. Uninorms and nullnorms are linked to each other because they are

generalizations of t-norm and t-conorms. In this study, an operatorUV is defined and studied some properties are

investigated.

The paper is organized as follows: We shortly recall some basic notions and results in Section 2. In Section 3, a method

to obtain associative, commutative, monotonic operator onchain L is given using uninorm on[0,k] and nullnorm on

[e,1]. Some properties of this construction method are also investigated in Section 3.

2 Notations, definitions and a review of previous results

A bounded lattice(L,6) is a lattice which has the top and bottom elements, which are written as 1 and 0, respectively,

i.e., there exist two elements 1,0∈ L such that 06 x6 1, for all x∈ L.

Definition 1. [1] Given a bounded lattice(L,≤,0,1), and a,b∈ L, if a and b are incomparable, in this case we use the

notation a‖b. If all elements of bounded lattice L are comparable each other, L is called as chain.

Definition 2. [1] Given a bounded lattice(L,≤,0,1), and a,b ∈ L, a≤ b, a subinterval[a,b] of L is a sublattice of L

defined as

[a,b] = {x∈ L | a≤ x≤ b}.
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Similarly,(a,b] = {x∈ L | a< x≤ b}, [a,b) = {x∈ L | a≤ x< b} and(a,b) = {x∈ L | a< x< b}.

Definition 3. [9] Let (L,≤,0,1) be a bounded lattice. An operation U: L2 → L is called a uninorm on L, if it is

commutative, associative, increasing with respect to the both variables and has a neutral element e∈ L.

In this study, the notationU (e) will be used for the set of all uninorms with neutral element e. If U (0,1) = 0, U is called

conjunctive uninorm and if U(0,1) = 1, U is called disjunctive uninorm.

Consider the setU (e) of all uninorms onL with the following order:

ForU1,U2 ∈ U (e),

U1 6U2 ⇐⇒U1 (x,y)6U2(x,y) for all (x,y) ∈ L2.

Corollary 1. [9] Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain and e∈ L \ {0,1}. Then the following uninorm US∨ : L2 → L is the smallest

uninorm on L with neutral element e.

US∨ (x,y) =











x∨y, i f (x,y) ∈ [e,1]2

x∧y, i f (x,y) ∈ [0,e)× [e,1]∪ [e,1]× [0,e)

0, otherwise.

Definition 4. [3] An operation T (S) on a bounded lattice L is called a triangular norm (triangular conorm) if it is

commutative, associative, increasing with respect to the both variables and has a neutral element1 (0).

Definition 5. [8] Let (L,≤,0,1) be a bounded lattice. An operation V: L2 → L is called a nullnorm on L, if it is

commutative, associative, increasing with respect to the both variables and there is an element a∈ L such that

V(x,0) = x for all x≤ a, V(x,1) = x for all x≥ a.

It can be easily obtained that V(x,a) = a for all x ∈ L. So, the element a∈ L that provide V(x,a) = a for all x ∈ L is

called (absorbing) zero element for operator V on L.

In this study, the notationV (k) will be used for the set of all nullnorms with zero element a.

Corollary 2. [8] Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain and a∈ L \ {0,1}. Then the following nullnorm Va∨ : L2 → L is the smallest

nullnorm on L with zero element a.

Va
∨ (x,y) =











x∨y, i f (x,y) ∈ [0,a]2

x∧y, i f (x,y) ∈ [a,1)2∪ [0,a)× (a,1]∪ (a,1]× [0,a)

x∧y, otherwise.

3 Associative monotonic commutative operator (AMC) UV

In this section, an operatorUV has been defined on chainL viaU ∈U (e) uninorm on sub-interval[0,k] of L andV ∈ V (k)

nullnorm on subinterval[e,1] of L such that 0≤ e≤ k≤ 1 andU ↓ [e,k]2 =V ↓ [e,k]2. For the operatorUV defined in this

way, it is showed thatUV satisfies that the properties of associativity, monotonicity, commutativity.

Definition 6. Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain, U: [0,k]2 → [0,k] be an uninorm with neutral element e and V: [e,1]2 → [e,1]

be a nullnorm with zero element k such that0≤ e≤ k ≤ 1 and U ↓ [e,k]2 =V ↓ [e,k]2. Define the following operator on

L, for x,y∈ L, as

UV (x,y) =















U (x,y) , if (x,y) ∈ [0,k]2

V (x,y) , if (x,y) ∈ [e,1]2

k, otherwise.

(1)
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Proposition 1.Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain, UV be an operator as (1) on L under constraints as given in Definition6. Then,

UV satisfies that the properties of associativity, monotonicity, commutativity, namely UV is AMC operator on L.

Proof. (i) Monotonicity: We prove that ifx 6 y then for all z∈ L, UV (x,z) 6 UV (y,z). The proof is split into all

possible cases.

1. Letx∈ [0,e].

1.1.y∈ [0,e],

1.1.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)6U (y,z) =UV (y,z)

1.1.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,z) = k=UV (y,z)

1.2.y∈ [e,k],

1.2.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)6U (y,z) = k=UV (y,z)

1.2.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,z) = k=UV (y,z)

1.3. y∈ [k,1],

1.3.1.z∈ [0,e],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)6 k=UV (y,z)

1.3.2.z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)6 k=UV (y,z)

1.3.3.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,z) = k6V (y,z) =UV (y,z)

2. Letx∈ [e,k] Theny≥ e.

2.1.y∈ [e,k],

2.1.1.z∈ [0,k],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)≤U (y,z) =UV (y,z)

2.1.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,z) = k=UV (y,z)

2.2. y∈ [k,1],

2.2.1.z∈ [0,e],

UV (x,z) =U (x,z)≤ k=UV (y,z)

2.2.2.z∈ [e,1],

UV (x,z) =V (x,z)≤V (y,z) =UV (y,z)

3. Letx∈ [k,1]. Theny≥ k.

3.1.y∈ [k,1],

3.1.1.z∈ [0,e],

UV (x,z) = k=UV (y,z)
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3.1.2.z∈ [e,1],

UV (x,z) =V (x,z)≤V (y,z) =UV (y,z) .

(ii) Associativity: We demonstrate thatUV (x,UV (y,z)) = UV (UV (x,y) ,z) for all x,y,z∈ L. Again the proof is split

into all possible cases.

1. Letx∈ [0,e].

1.1.y∈ [0,e],

1.1.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U (y,z)) =U (x,U (y,z)) =U (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.1.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) = k=UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.2.y∈ [e,k],

1.2.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U (y,z)) =U (x,U (y,z)) =U (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.2.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) = k=UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.3.y∈ [k,1],

1.3.1.z∈ [0,e],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) = k=U (k,z) =UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.3.2.z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) = k=UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

1.3.3.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,V(y,z)) = k=V (k,z) =UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

2. Letx∈ [e,k].

2.1.y∈ [0,e],

2.1.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U (y,z)) =U (x,U (y,z)) =U (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

2.1.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) =U (x,k) = k=UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

2.2.y∈ [e,k],

2.2.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U (y,z)) =U (x,U (y,z)) =U (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)
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2.2.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) =U (x,k) = k=UV (U (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

2.3.y∈ [k,1],

2.3.1z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) =U (x,k) = k=UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

2.3.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,V (y,z)) =V (x,U (y,z)) =V (V (x,y) ,z) =UV (V (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

3. Letx∈ [k,1].

3.1.y∈ [0,e] or y∈ [e,k],

3.1.1.z∈ [0,e],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U(y,z)) = k=U (k,z) =UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

3.1.2.z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,U(y,z)) = k=V (k,z) =UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

3.1.3.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) =V (x,k) = k=V (k,z) =UV (k,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

3.2.y∈ [k,1],

3.2.1.z∈ [0,e] or z∈ [e,k],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,k) =V (x,k) = k=V (k,z) =UV (V(x,y),z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z)

3.2.2.z∈ [k,1],

UV (x,UV (y,z)) =UV (x,V (y,z)) =V (x,V (y,z)) =V (V (x,y) ,z) =UV (V (x,y) ,z) =UV (UV (x,y) ,z) .

It is trivial to see the commutativity and the fact thatUV.

Let show that the class of all AMC operator obtained by (1) onL is represented byU V (L ).

Proposition 2.Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain, UV be an operator as (1) on L under constraints as given in Definition6. Then,

UV does not have unit element on L.

Proof.Suppose thate∗ is neutral element ofUV on L. ThenUV(x,e∗) = x for all x∈ L. If e∗ ∈ [0,k], e∗ =UV(e,e∗) = e

sincee∈ [0,k] is neutral elementU on [0,k] ande∗ is neutral element ofUV on L. In this case,UV(x,e∗) = k 6= x for

x∈ (k,1]. It is contradiction. Ife∗ ∈ [k,1], UV(x,e∗) = k 6= x for x∈ [0,e]. It is contradiction. Therefore,UV does not have

unit element onL.

Proposition 3.Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain, UV be an operator as (1) on L under constraints as given in Definition6. If U

disjanktif uninorm on[0,k], k is zero element of UV on L.
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Proof.SinceU disjanktif uninorm,U(0,k) = k. Let show thatk is zero element ofUV onL. Let x∈ L.

(i) x∈ [0,k]. Then,UV(x,k) =U(x,k)≥U(0,k) = k. Thus,UV(x,k) = k.

(ii) x /∈ [0,k]. Then, it is obtained thatUV(x,k) = k.

Therefore, ifU disjanktif uninorm on[0,k], k is zero element ofUV onL.

Proposition 4. Let (L,≤,0,1) be a chain, consider the AMC operator US∨Va
∨ by taking U= US∨ and V= Va

∨ in (1).

Then, US∨Va
∨(x,y)≤UV(x,y) for all UV ∈ U V (L ) and(x,y) ∈ L2, namely US∨Va

∨ ≤UV.

Proof. (i) (x,y) ∈ [0,k]2. ThenUS∨Va
∨ = US∨ andUV = U for all UV ∈ U V (L ). ConsideringUS∨ is the smallest

uninorm,US∨ ≤U . Therefore,US∨Va
∨ ≤UV.

(ii) (x,y) ∈ [e,1]2. ThenUS∨Va
∨ =Va

∨ andUV =V for all UV ∈ U V (L ). ConsideringVa
∨ is the smallest nullnorm,

Va
∨ ≤V. Therefore,US∨Va

∨ ≤UV.

(iii) Otherwise,US∨Va
∨ = k=UV.

Therefore, it is obtained thatUS∨Va
∨ ≤UV.

4 Conclusion

Aggregation operators have been hot topic recent years. Researchers are studying the comparison of these operators in

terms of some features and producing some new operators.UV operator is defined and studied on some properties such

as associativity, monotonicity and commutativity via uninorms and nullnorms in this study. In addition, neutral and zero

element are investigated. The smallest operator defined in this way was identified.
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